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Abstract— Organizations apply data or information security only in terms of protecting their network from intruders (e.g. hackers) but with 

growing amount of sensitive data and rapid growth in the sizes of organizations (e.g. due to globalization), rise in number of data points 

(machines and servers) and easier modes of communication, sometime accidental or even deliberate leakage of data from within the 

organization has become a painful reality. This has lead to growing awareness about sensitive data security in general and about outbound 

content management in particular.  

Index Terms— Allocation strategies, Data distribution, Data leakage, Data privacy, Fake records, Guilty agent, Leakage Model. 
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1 INTRODUCTION                                                                     

ATA leakage is the unauthorized transmission of data or 
information from within an organization to an external 
destination or recipient. This may be electronic, or may 

be via a physical method [1]. Data Leakage is synonymous 
with the term Information Leakage. Here unauthorized does 
not actually mean intentional or malicious. Even unintentional 
or inadvertent data leakage is also unauthorized. The protec-
tion measure must be taken to secure these valuable data be-
cause if data is leaked from an organization and cybercrimin-
als ―cash out‖ or sell this data for profit it costs organizations 
money, damages the brand, image and destroys customer 
trust. 

In the course of doing business, sometimes sensitive data 
must be handed over to supposedly trusted third parties for 
some enhancement or operations, for example, a hospital may 
give patient records to researchers who will devise new treat-
ments. Similarly, a company may have partnerships with oth-
er companies that require sharing of customer data. Another 
enterprise may outsource its data processing, so data must be 
given to various other companies. Owner of the data is termed 
as the distributor and the supposedly trusted third parties are 
called as the agents. Our goal is to identify the guilty agent 
when distributor’s sensitive data have been leaked by some 
agents. Perturbation and watermarking are techniques which 
can be helpful in such situations. Perturbation is a very useful 
technique where the data is modified and made less sensitive 
before being handed to agents. For example, one can add ran-
dom noise to certain attributes, or one can replace exact values 
by ranges [2]. However, in some cases, it is important not to 
alter the original distributor’s data. For example, if an out-
sourcer is doing our payroll, he must have the exact salary and 
customer bank account numbers. If medical researchers treat-
ing the patients (as opposed to simply computing statistics), 

they may need accurate data for the patients.  
 
In this paper such applications are considered where the 

original sensitive data cannot be perturbed. Traditionally, lea-
kage detection is handled by watermarking, e.g., a unique 
code is embedded in each distributed copy [3]. If that copy is 
later discovered in the hands of an unauthorized party, the 
leaker can be identified. Watermarks can be very useful in 
some cases, but again, they involve some modification of the 
original data. Furthermore, watermarks can sometimes be de-
stroyed if the data recipient is malicious, for leakage detection 
unobtrusive technique is required.  

In the business process after giving set of objects to agents, 
the distributor discovers some of those same objects in an     
unauthorized place. (For example, the data may be found on a 
website, or obtained through a legal discovery process). At 
this point, the distributor can assess the likelihood that the 
leaked data has come from one or more agents, as opposed to 
having been independently gathered by other means. Using 
an analogy with cookies stolen from a cookie jar, if we catch 
Freddie with a single cookie, he can argue that a friend gave 
him the cookie. But if we catch Freddie with five cookies, it 
will be much harder for him to argue that his hands were not 
in the cookie jar. If the distributor sees ―enough evidence‖ that 
an agent leaked data, he may stop doing business with him, or 
may initiate legal proceedings [4].  

In this paper, section 2 includes the problem definition in 
detail, Section 3 covers work done in this area, Section 4 
represents problem setup and notation related with the data 
leakage detection system, Section 5 explains the agent guilt 
model which calculate or estimate the guilt of agent by count-
ing appropriate number of evidences, Section 6 represents 
distribution and detection algorithm along with description 
fake record and optimization problem in the system, Section 7 
includes some experimental results and outcome of the algo-
rithms, Section 8 includes conclusion of and list of references 
used to prepare this paper.  

2 PROBLEM DEFINITION 

In the business process, sometime owner of data gives set 
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of sensitive data to trusted agents for performing some opera-
tion on it. 

This type of data is very sensitive and leakage of this type 
of data happens when confidential business data is leaked out, 
if that data leaked and found in some unauthorized place, it 
leaves the company unprotected and destroys the image and 
customers trust and goes outside the jurisdiction of the corpo-
ration. This uncontrolled data leakage puts business in a vul-
nerable position. If this data is no longer within the domain, 
the company is at serious risk hence distributor must find out 
the guilty agent if the leaked from one or more agents, as op-
posed to having been independently gathered by other means.  

 Here the data allocation strategies (across the agents) that 
improve the probability of identifying guilty agent are pro-
posed. This method works if leaked data is obtained as it was 
distributed or if fake records are deleted. 

3 RELATED WORK 

The guilt detection approach is related with the data prove-
nance problem, which means tracing the source of an object 
which leads to the detection of the guilty agents [5]. It pro-
vides a good overview on the research conducted in this field, 
and some domain specific solutions, such as lineage tracing 
for data Warehouses. The problem formulation with objects 
and sets is more general and simplifies lineage tracing, since 
we do not consider any data transformation. As far as the data 
allocation strategies are concerned, the work is based on wa-
termarking. This technique is used as a means of establishing 
original ownership of distributed objects [6]. Watermarks 
were initially used in images, video and audio data whose 
digital representation includes considerable redundancy and 
also there is danger of damage by intruders [3]. 
Finally, there are lots of other works on mechanisms that al-
low only authorized users to access sensitive data through 
access control policies [7], [8]. Such approaches prevent data 
leakage in some sense by sharing information only with 
trusted parties. However, these policies are restrictive and 
may make it impossible to satisfy request of an agent every 
time, therefore some techniques are required for efficient dis-
tribution of data among agents in such a way that tracing 
them from the leaked set improves. 

4 PROBLEM SETUP AND NOTATION 

The distributor’s data allocation to agents has one constraint 
and one objective. The distributor’s constraint is to satisfy 
agents’ requests, by providing them with the number of ob-
jects they request or with all available objects that satisfy their 
conditions. His objective is to be able to detect an agent who 
leaks any portion of his data.  
   The constraint is considered as strict. The distributor may 
not deny serving an agent request and may not provide agents 
with different perturbed versions of the same objects. For this 
fake object distribution is the only possible constraint relaxa-
tion. The detection objective is ideal and tractable. The main 
objective is to maximize the chances of detecting the guilty 
agent who leaks his data objects. 
 

4.1 Entities and agents 

A distributor owns a set T = {t1….tm} of valuable data objects. 
The distributor wants to share some of the objects with a set of 
agents U1, U2….. Un, but does not wish the objects to be leaked 
to other third parties. The objects in T could be of any type and 
size, e.g., they could be tuples in a relation, or relations in a 
database. An agent Ui receives a subset of objects Ri T, de-
termined either by a sample request or an explicit request: 
Sample request Ri = SAMPLE (T, mi): Any subset of mi records 
from T can be given to Ui. 
Explicit request Ri = EXPLICIT (T, condition): Agent Ui rece-
ives all T objects that satisfy condition. 

4.2 Guilty agents 

Suppose, after giving objects to agents, the distributor discov-
ers that a set S  T has been leaked. This means that some 
third party called the target has been caught in possession of 
S. For example, this target may be displaying S on its web site, 
or perhaps as part of a legal discovery process data obtained 
in someone’s laptop, then the target turned over S to the dis-
tributor, Since the agent U1……Un has some of the data, it is 
reasonable to suspect them on leaking the data. However, the 
agents can argue that they are innocent, and that the S data 
was obtained by the target by other means. For example, say 
one of the objects in S represents a customer X. Perhaps X is 
also a customer of some other company, and that company 
provided the data to the target. Or perhaps X can be recon-
structed from various publicly available sources on the web. 
Our goal is to estimate the likelihood that the leaked data 
came from the agents as opposed to other sources. Intuitively, 
the more data in S, the harder it is for the agents to argue they 
did not leak anything and the target obtained them through 
other means and estimate the likelihood that the agents leaked 
data, but we would also like to find out if one of them in par-
ticular was more likely to be the leaker. For instance, if one of 
the S objects was only given to agent U1, while the other ob-
jects were given to all agents, we may suspect U1 more. The 
model we present next captures this intuition. We say an agent 
Ui is guilty if it contributes one or more objects to the target. 
We denote the event that agent Ui is guilty for a given leaked S 
by {Gi | S}. Our next step is to estimate Pr {Gi | S}, i.e., the 
probability that agent Ui is guilty given evidence S. 

5 AGENT GUILT MODEL 

To compute this Pr { Gi | S}, we need an estimate for the prob-
ability that values in S can be guessed by the target. For in-
stance, say some of the objects in T are emails of individuals. 
We can conduct an experiment and ask a person with approx-
imately the expertise and resources of the target to find the 
email of say 100 individuals. If this person can find say 90 
emails, then we can reasonably guess that the probability of 
finding one email is 0.9. On the other hand, if the objects in 
question are bank account numbers, the person may only dis-
cover say 20, leading to an estimate of 0.2. We call this esti-
mate pt, the probability that object t can be guessed by the 
target [4]. 
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For simplicity we assume that all T objects have the same pt, 
which we call p. Next, we make two assumptions regarding 
the relationship among the various leakage events. The first 
assumption simply states that an agent’s decision to leak an 
object is not related to other objects.  
   We are setting some constraint under which the problem is 
evaluated 
 
1. For all t, t’  S such that t  t’ the provenance of t is inde-
pendent of the provenance of t’ [4]. The term ―provenance‖ in 
this assumption statement refers to the source of a value t that 
appears in the leaked set. The source can be any of the agents 
who have t in their sets or the target itsel. The following as-
sumption states that joint events have a negligible probability 
 
2. An object t S can only be obtained by the target in one of 
the two ways as follows [4].  
 A single agent Ui leaked set t from its own Ri set. 
The target t guessed or obtained through other means without 
the help of any of the n agents. 
 
In other words, for all t  S, the event that the target guesses t 
and the events that agent Ui (i = 1 . . . n) leaks object t are dis-
joint, let the distributor set T, the agent sets Rs, and the target 
set S are 
T= {t1, t2, t3}, R1 = {t1, t2}, R2 = {t1, t3}, S = {t2, t1, t3}. 
 In this case, all three of the distributor’s objects have been 
leaked and appear in S. Let us first consider how the target 
may have obtained object t1, which was given to both agents. 
From assumption 2, the target either guessed t1 or one of U1 or 
U2 leaked it. We know that the probability of the former event 
is p, so assuming that probability that each of the two agents 
leaked t1 is the same, we have the following cases: 
The target guessed t1 with probability p, 
Agent U1 leaked t1 to S with probability (1-p)/2, 
Agent U2 leaked t1 to S with probability (1-p)/2. 
Similarly, we find that agent U1 leaked t2 to S with probability 
(1-p) since he is the only agent that has t2. Given these values, 
the probability that agent U1 is not guilty, namely that U1 did 
not leak either object, is  

 
 

))1(1()2/)1(1(}|Pr{ 1 ppSG                     (1) 
 
And the probability that U1 is guilty is: 
  

}Pr{1)|Pr( 11 GSG                                                          (2) 
 
If assumption 2 did not hold, our analysis would be more 
complex because we would need to consider joint events, e.g., 
the target guesses t1, and at the same time, one or two agents 
leak the value, an agent is not guilty when the object can be 
guessed, regardless of whether the agent leaked the value.  
Thus allocation of data set is done in such a way that this situ-
ation can be avoided and guilty of agent can be proved. 

6 DATA ALLOCATION STRATEGIES 

In this paper, allocation strategies are given prime importance 
as it is the most important step in the data leakage detection 
system. If the data is distributed properly, the agent can be 
easily traced from the distribution set. We deal with problems 
with explicit data requests, and problems with sample data 
requests. 
    In problems for both sample and explicit data request, if the 
distributor is not allowed to add fake objects to the distributed 
data then the data allocation is fully defined by the agents’ 
data requests, for example T= {t1, t2} and there are two agents 
with explicit data requests such that R1 = {t1, t2} and R2 = {t1}. 
The value of the sum objective is in this case is 1.5. The dis-
tributor cannot remove or alter the R1 or R2 data to decrease 
the overlap R1 R2. If the distributor is able to create more 
fake objects, he could further improve the objective. 
 
6.1 Distribution logic 
In case fake records are allowed to add in the distribution set 
the chances of identifying agent increases. Data distribution 
algorithm is proposed which starts whenever an agent re-
quests for data and fake records are possible to add in the set. 
Algorithm proceeds with the assignment process in which 
distribution identification number (DID), if objects are given 
DID at the time of storage then this stage is optional. DID 
must be unique for each type of record. The process proceeds 
with hashing in which agent identification number (AID) is 
hashed in such a way that it can be mapped with DID, this 
stage gives the record number which is to be replaced by some 
fake record generated in third step with fake identification 
number (FID). This helps to detect record at the time of detec-
tion, generation of fake record can be done prior with the 
process but in order to generate realistic fake record it is rec-
ommended that it should be generated after getting the record 
at hashed location, once the fake record is mixed in the distri-
bution set the mapping information of  FID, DID with primary 
key along with other information is stored in the system, be-
fore distribution  corresponding DID is removed and data set 
is given to corresponding agent. 
 
 
Algorithm 1: Distribution Algorithm 

1. Assignment: Assigning DID to data objects. 
2. Hashing: H(AID)  DID 
3. Fake record generation: FID and Fake Record 
4. Mapping: FID   DID with P.K. of  record 
5. Backup & Removal:  Store information and remove 

DID. 
 
6.2 Agent detection  
Once the data set is distributed among agents and obtained 
from some unauthorized place from that data agent is traced 
and the process of detection starts which involves three stages. 
At first stage the object of leaked data set S is assigned with 
corresponding DID which is obtained by mapping primary 
key of record. Once DID is attached with the data object, trac-
ing of agent begins which can be done in three ways.  
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First it starts by searching agent with S. After detection of 
agent in this stage agents are filtered with Fake record. If agent 
identifies the fake record and deletes the same from the distri-
bution list and is then given to target, then this stage fails and 
now agent is traced from the missing original record which 
can be done by adding hashing the AID obtained from first 
stage and matching them in the set S.  
Guessing true record is much difficult than the identification 
of fake record from agent’s side. Therefore this algorithm 
works even when fake records are absent in S. After the detec-
tion of agent, guilt is estimated from the guilt detection model. 
 
Algorithm 2: Agent Detection 
Set S       T is obtained at unauthorized place 

1. Mapping DID  
2. Agent Tracing 

1. Distribution ID set 
2. Fake record 
3. Missing record  

3. Estimate guilt 
 
If no agent is traced from above algorithm it is assumed that 
data is obtained by target from some other means. 
 
6.3 Fake object 
The distributor may be able to add fake objects to the distri-
buted data in order to improve his effectiveness in detecting 
guilty agents. However, fake objects may impact the correct-
ness of what agents do, so they may not always be allowable. 
The idea of perturbing data to detect leakage is not new. 
However, in most cases, individual objects are perturbed. [3]     
Adding random noise to sensitive salaries or adding a water-
mark to an image is example of perturbation. In this case, per-
turbing the set of distributor objects by adding fake elements 
is done. In some applications, fake objects may cause fewer 
problems than perturbing real objects. For example, consider 
the distributed data objects are medical records and the agents 
are hospitals. In this case, even small modifications to the 
records of actual patients may be undesirable. However, the 
addition of some fake medical records may be acceptable, 
since no patient matches these records, and hence no one will 
ever be treated based on fake records. A trace file is main-
tained to identify the guilty agent. Trace file are a type of fake 
objects that help to identify improper use of data. 
 
6.4 Optimization Problem 
      The distributor’s data allocation to agents has one           
constraint and one objective. The distributor’s constraint is to 
satisfy agents’ requests, by providing them with the number 
of objects they request or with all available objects that satisfy 
their conditions. His objective is to be able to detect an agent 
who leaks any of his data objects. We consider the constraint 
as strict. The distributor may not deny serving an agent      
request and may not provide agents with different perturbed 
versions of the same objects. We consider fake object allocation 
as the only possible constraint relaxation.  
     Our detection objective is ideal and intractable. Detection 
would be assured only if the distributor gave no data object to 

any agent. Instead we use the following objective: maximize 
the chances of detecting a guilty agent that leaks all his ob-
jects.We now introduce some notation to state formally the 
distributor’s objective.  
Pr {Gj|S = R = i} or simply Pr {Gj| S = Ri}, is the probability 
that agent Uj is guilty if the distributor discovers a leaked table 
S that contains all Ri objects.  
We define the difference functions  (i, j) as:  
 

 (i, j) = Pr {Gj | S = Ri} - Pr {Gi | S = Ri}  
(i, j 1,……...n)                                                                                  (3)  
 
Note that differences have non-negative values: given that 
set Ri contains all the leaked objects, agent Ui is at least as like-
ly to be guilty as any other agent. Difference  (i, j) is positive 
for any agent Uj, whose set Rj does not contain all data of S. It 
is zero, if Ri Rj. In this case the distributor will consider both 
agents Ui and Uj equally guilty since they have both received 
all the leaked objects. The larger a  (i, j) value is, the easier it 
is to identify Ui as the leaking agent. Thus, we want to distri-
bute data so that values are large.     

7 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS  

Type your main text in 10-point Times, single- In simulated 
data leakage detection environment random number data ob-
jects are distributed among agent with random probability of 
guilt detection probability. It is observed that the relative per-
formance of our algorithms and our main conclusions do not 
change. If p approaches to 0, it becomes easier to find guilty 
agents and algorithm performance converges. On the other 
hand, if p approaches 1, the relative differences among algo-
rithms grow since more evidence is needed to find an agent 
guilty. The presented experiments confirmed that fake objects 
can have a significant impact on our chances of detecting a 
guilty agent. This means that by allocating 10 percent of fake 
objects, the distributor can detect a guilty agent even in the 
worst-case leakage scenario, while without fake objects, suc-
cessfully agent can be identified. 
 

7.1 Explicit request 
With explicit data request few objects that are shared 

among multiple agents. These are the most interesting scena-
rios, since object sharing makes it difficult to distinguish a 
guilty from a non guilty agent. Scenarios with more objects to 
distribute or scenarios with objects shared among fewer 
agents are obviously easier to handle. As far as scenarios with 
many objects to distribute and many overlapping agent re-
quests are concerned, they are similar to the scenarios we 
study, since we can map them to the distribution of many 
small subsets. 
 

7.2 Sample requests 
With sample data requests, agents are not interested in par-

ticular objects. Hence, object sharing is not explicitly defined 
by their requests. The distributor is ―forced‖ to allocate certain 
objects to multiple agents only if the number of requested ob-
jects exceeds the number of objects in set T.  
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The more data objects the agents request in total, the more 
recipients, on average, an object has; and the more objects are 
shared among different agents, the more difficult it is to detect 
a guilty agent. 

8 CONCLUSION 

In a perfect world there would be no need to hand over sensi-
tive data to agents who may unknowingly or maliciously leak 
it. And even if we had to hand over sensitive data, in a perfect 
world we could watermark each object so that we could trace 
its origins with absolute certainty.  
     However, in many cases we may have to work with agents 
who may not be trustworthy, and we may not be certain if the 
leaked object has come from an agent or from some other 
source. In spite of these difficulties, we have shown it is possi-
ble to detect that an agent is responsible for a leak, based on 
the overlap of its data with the leaked data and the data of 
other agents, and based on the probability that objects can be 
―guessed‖ by other means.  
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